Let I, r, and d be positive integers and let C,, C2, . . . . C,,+, be a collection of (d+ 1) disjoint sets in R', called colors, each of cardinality at least r. If 
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is twofold. First we would like to supply the missing link in the proof, due to I. Bdrdny et al. [2] , of the inequality h,(n)< O(&").
Here, h,(n) is the maximal number of halving hyperplanes in Rd Clearly, h,(n) d O(nd) holds for trivial reasons and the problem is to find non-trivial bounds of the form 0(&l), E > 0. In their approach to establishing a nontrivial bound of this kind, I. Barany et al. showed (see problems at the end of [2] ), that a result closely related to the Theorem 1 below, which they proved for the case d = 2, would imply the desired inequality. In our approach to the proof of Theorem 1 it turned out that the key role is played by results which claim high connectedness of certain simplicial complexes of injective functions. This is the second objective of our paper. More precisely, we emphasize the role of simplicial complexes (posets) of injective functions in a topological approach to the so called "colored Tverberg's problem" (see [ 3) ). The "colored Tverberg's problem" was actually, according to [3] , formulated as the problem of finding the sharpest form of Theorem 1. The exact formulation is following, Let t, r, and d be positive integers and let C,, C,, . . . . C,, , be a collection of (d+ 1) disjoint sets in Rd, called colors, each of cardinality at least t. If S= {a,,a,, ...,ad+l) is a subset of &' := IJdf,' C,, then both S and the, possibly degenerate, simplex conv S are called multicolored if S n Ci # 0 for all 1 di<d+ 1. Let T(r, d) denote the smallest value t such that for every collection of "colors" { Ci 1 1 d i < d + 1 }, 1 C,I b 1, there exist r disjoint, multicolored sets si, i = 1, . . . . r, such that fir=, conv(S,) # 0. I. Barany and D. G. Larman [3] raised a conjecture that T(r, d)=r.
Their paper [3] contains a proof of this conjecture for d= 2; this was independently shown also by J. Jaromczyk and G. Swiatek. The case r = 2 is also settled in the positive and a proof, based on the BorsukkUlam theorem, due to L. Lovasz, can be also found in [3] .
This problem is very close in spirit to the circle of results and problems around the well-known Tverberg's theorem. So, with good reason, Barany and Larman call their problem "the colored Tverberg's problem." In this terminology, the problem of I. Barany et al. is just the question of whether T(d+ 1, d) is well defined as a finite number. So, Theorem 1, which claims that T(r, d) < 2r -1 for every prime r which implies (Proposition 2) T(r, d) < 4r -1 for arbitrary r, provides a reasonably good estimate for the size of "colors" Ci with the desired properties. Actually, I. Barany et al. showed in [2 3 that h,(n) < O(nd-""), where sn = [T(d+ 1, d)] -w+') and the bound above gives ~~a(4d-t 3)p'J+". In order to prove Theorem 1 we will follow the same strategy used, say, in the usual proof of the ham sandwich theorem via the Borsuk-Ulam theorem. The main idea is to reduce the geometric or combinatorial problem in question to a version of a generalized Borsuk=Ulam theorem. In other words, one has to prove a nonexistence result of an equivariant map between a "configuration" space related to the problem and a sphere of appropriate dimension with respect to the action of a cyclic group. Examples of successful use of this kind of argument can be found in [4, lo] , and in a somewhat different disguise in [13] .
For the reader's convenience, let us formulate and prove the BorsukUlam-type result mentioned above which is implicit in [4] , explicitly formulated and proved in [ 111, and which is certainly known to other specialists on equivariant maps. THEOREM 2. Let K be a compact CW-complex equipped with a free action of a cyclic group ZfpZ, where p is a prime number. Let Sk-' be the (k -1 )-dimensional sphere, also equipped with a free action of ZlpZ. Then if K is (k -1 )-connected, there cannot exist an equivariant map from K to Proof: The proof of this theorem turns out to be very elementary if one takes for granted the following useful result which was originally proved by M. A. Krasnoselsky and P. P. Zabrejko. They proved that if Z/pZ acts freely on the sphere S k, k 2 1 and p 2 2, then for every equivariant map f: Sk + Sk, deg(f) = 1 mod(p). The paper [4] contains an elementary and short proof of this fact. Now, let us assume that fi K -+ Sk-' is an equivariant map. Since K is (k -1 )-connected and since the action of Z/pZ is free, there is no obstruction for constructing an equivariant map g: Sk-' + K; indeed, one can start from an equivariant cell structure on Sk -' and build g step by step, inductively on the dimension of its skeletons, choosing a cell from each orbit at a time. Since K is (k -1 )-connected, the map g is homotopically trivial. Hence, the map f o g: Sk + Sk is both equivariant and has degree 0, which contradicts the lemma of Krasnoselsky and Zabrejko mentioned above.
SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES OF INJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
One of the "configuration spaces" which can be naturally assigned to the "colored Tverberg's problem" above, will be shown to be the join of a number of copies of simplicial complexes of injective functions. Since we are supposed to show that this "configuration space" is highly connected we need the corresponding results for these simplicial complexes.
Let [r] := { 1,2, . . . . r} and let .!9& n := {fc [n] x [m J / f is a one to one, nonempty function}. This object can be seen both as a simplicial complex and as a poset with respect to the inclusion. In any case, pm, n and pn',. m are isomorphic and let pR := pnp,. n.
There are at least two more ways of looking at the simplicial complex gn",, m. A graph theorist might prefer to view this complex as the complex of all partial matchings of the complete bipartite graph K,,.. Yet another interpretation of the complex pn',,, can be found in [S] . This paper contains a definition of the so-called "chessboard complex" d,, which is defined as the complex of all non-taking rook placements on a n x m chessboard. Of course, our complex 9"',., and the complex A,., are the same objects. Our key observation is that pr:, 2rp i is (r -2)-connected. Actually, this fact is essentially a consequence of a result of P. Garst, see [8, 51 , who proved that A,,, (n <m) is (homology) Cohen-Macaulay if and only if m d 2n -1 which implies the homology part of Theorem 3 below. Being initially unaware of this result of Garst, we found a direct and short proof of this theorem based on a spectral sequence argument. Since the result of Garst does not seem to have been published outside of his thesis, for the readers convenience we give our proof using the original notation. Proof. The theorem is obvious for r = 2 when it claims that pz:, 3 is connected and 9$ 2 is nonempty. For r = 3, we are supposed to show that pm, 3 is one-connected for m 2 5. Note that rc1(9$ j) # 0. pm, 3 as a simplicial complex, has the one-skeleton determined by all one-to-one functions f s [3] x [ml, lfl= 2. Due to the fact that the two-skeleton of .9,!,!, 3 is rich enough, one can show that every edge-path in pm,: is homotopic to a path consisting of the edges f such that 3 # dam(f). This is proved by induction on the number of functions f in the path having the property 3 E dam(f). Hence, every loop in 9,. 3 is homotopic to a path coming from Pm. 2. Now, by induction on the length of the path and by looking at some of its three consecutive edges, it is not difficult to show that the fundamental group ~i(@~,~) is generated by paths of length 4 and 6 which are contained in some subcomplex of the form PI:, 2. In both cases, since m >, 5, these elementary paths belong to stars of some vertices in { 3) x [ml; hence 7t *(pm. 3) = 0. The same argument can be used for showing that rt ,(plm, ,,) = 0 if m 2 5 and n B 3. Hence, in light of the Hurewicz theorem it is enough to show that Hi(Yr,.z,_k) =0 for O< i6 r-k-1. This will be proved by induction on r and for the inductive step we will use the spectral sequence associated to the covering d = JL,}~=, of pm, ,, (m 2 n) defined by Lj= {gEY& ( (3f~.?J&) gcJ and f(l)=i). Let us note that topologitally, Li is a cone with the vertex at the point { (1, i)}, whereas, for p 2 1, L, rI Li, n . . n Lip = {f~ pm,,, 114 dam(f) and (i,, . . . . ip} n im(f) = a} r pm--P-,.,!-1. The spectral sequence of the covering has the E !+ ,-term described by Ei For the latter reference we collect a few more facts about the connectivity of complexes *,,',,.,, in the following proposition. Proof: Part (a) of the proposition can be seen as a corollary of the proof of Theorem 3, or can it be deduced from Theorem 3 by applying the spectral sequence above to the covering of 3, r by all its subcomplexes of the form 9,. Zr _ , . As far as part (b) is concerned, one can show that every edge-path in Y4 is homotopic to a composition of elementary paths lying in subcomplexes of the form p3, z or gj. PROBLEM 1. One might be tempted to conjecture that 9, := $,.,,. is (n -3)-connected for all n > 3, since it holds for n = 3,4 and a result of this kind has interesting consequences; see, for example, Proposition 3 below. However, A. Bjorner kindly informed us that he and J. Stembridge showed, by computing the Euler characteristic of q{ (unpublished) , that this is not true in general, so we ask instead for a reasonably good estimate of the connectedness of pn.
THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
We made all necessary preparations and we are ready now to proceed with the proof of the Theorem I.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let $8 = {C, , . . . . C <,+, ) be a collection of disjoint sets in R" satisfying the conditions of the theorem. So by definition, each of the sets Ci is monochromatic and each of them has the size at least 2r -1. More generally, let 99 = {C, , . . . . Cd+ , } be a collection of (d+ 1) disjoint sets in R" such that IC,J 3 t, for some integer t. One is supposed to define a configuration space which is designed in such a way to include the information about all possible choices of r disjoint multicolored sets S,c_d := IJ":,' C,. This can be done in two natural ways and we describe both of them, although it is the second one we are going to use in this proof. These configuration spaces, denoted by W;, i= 1, 2, make sense for every collection 59 = {C,, . . . . C,, , ) of sets satisfying the conditions, lCil > t, but we are going to describe them in the case ICI = t, leaving to the reader to make the necessary and obvious modifications in other cases. In this special case we will also use a more informative notation, W' d,,, , := WY,. Specially, for t = r, let WL Proof. Since for every r there exists a prime number p, r < p < 2r, the proposition follows directly from the Theorem 1. under assumption that Yr is (r -3 )-connected which means that we fall short by one, comparing to the desired value (r -l)(d+ 1) -l! The obstacle is overcome by the assumption that at least one of the colors is represented by at least 2r -1 points. An ingredient needed in the proof is the fact that under the assumptions above, one shows that 9?, I is (r -3)-connected for t > r.
LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD
In light of the fact that Lovasz's solution of the colored Tverberg's problem for r = 2, phrased in the language of Section 3, was essentially based on the fact that the deleted product configuration space Wi,, is (d -I)-conected, one may ask the question whether Wi, r is actually [(r -1) d-I]-connected for all r. This would mean that Wi,, is better suited for our purposes than Wi, r. We will show, however, that this is not true at least in the case of those integers for which 9, is (r -3)-connected. This is known to be true for r = 3, 4 (see also Problem 1 above). For this purpose we note that Wi,, can be identified with the space { t,x, + ... + t,x,E W:,, 1 (Vi) ti= l/r}. Hence, every simplex O= {x,} * . ..* {x,>E W& contains exactly one point from WL, ,, and Wi. r can be seen as Wi., x A'-' with appropriate identifications. Let Y = (2, xi + . . . + t,x,~ Wi,, 1 (Eli) ti= O}. Then, the homology of Y can be related to the homology of Wi, r via the long exact sequence of the pair ( Wi r, Y). Indeed, H,( W i, r, Y) z H,(W;,,x(A'-',dA'-')) z H,-,+I(W;,.)@ H,_,(S'-')rH,_,+,(W~.,).Since Wz,,is [(r-l)(d+l)-2)]-connected, which is a consequence of the assumption that Pr is (r -3)-connected, we observe that a,: (H,-,+ ,( Wi, ,) + H, _ 1( Y) must be an isomorphism for all r -1 < q 6 (r -1 )(d+ 1) -2. Hence, one can successfully analyze the homology of Wi, r by analizing the homology of Y. The last space is covered by the family 9 = (Bi} j= , of its subspaces, where B,:= (tlx,+ *.. + t,x, 1 ti = 01. Now, we could apply the spectral sequence, already used in the .proof of Theorem 3, associated with this covering. Instead, we will assume from now on that r = 3, since the computation in this case is much simpler, does not require the spectral sequence above, and illustrates the general idea. So, in this case we have I-I,-,(Wj,,)rH,-,(Y) for 2GqG2d. Since [3] y'~S' one observes that Bi~((U,3)~)~( [3] (d+1))~)~((C3]~))(d+')~((S1)(d+')~:2d+'.
Also, for i# j, Bin B,x [3] 'd+').
The last complex is shellable and has the homotopy type of the wedge of 2 (d+ ') d-dimensional spheres. Finally, B, n B, n B2 = 0. By a simple Mayer-Vietoris sequence argument one proves that Hd( Y)zZ'.*~+'; hence HdP,( W~,3)~Z3~2dt' and Wi,, is certainly not (2d -1 )-connected.
